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Background:WRN and DNA polymerase � are involved in DNA replication and repair.
Results:WRN synergizes with Pol � to degrade alternate DNA structures. WRN excises terminal mismatches to enable DNA
chain extension by Pol �.
Conclusion: WRN and Pol � together minimize the accumulation of aberrant DNA structures and ensure unhindered DNA
replication.
Significance:WRN contributes to the fidelity of DNA transactions, including replication.

DNAPolymerase � (Pol �) and theWerner syndrome protein,
WRN, are involved in maintaining cellular genomic stability.
Pol � synthesizes the lagging strand during replication of
genomic DNA and also functions in the synthesis steps of DNA
repair and recombination. WRN is a member of the RecQ heli-
case family, loss of which results in the premature aging and
cancer-prone disorder,Werner syndrome. Both Pol � andWRN
encode 3�3 5� DNA exonuclease activities. Pol � exonuclease
removes 3�-terminal mismatched nucleotides incorporated
during replication to ensure high fidelity DNA synthesis. WRN
exonuclease degrades DNA containing alternate secondary
structures to prevent formation and enable resolution of stalled
replication forks. We now observe that similarly toWRN, Pol �
degrades alternate DNA structures including bubbles, four-way
junctions, and D-loops. Moreover, WRN and Pol � form a com-
plex with enhanced ability to hydrolyze these structures. We
also present evidence that WRN can proofread for Pol �; WRN
excises 3�-terminal mismatches to enable primer extension by
Pol �. Consistent with our in vitro observations, we show that
WRN contributes to the maintenance of DNA synthesis fidelity
in vivo. Cells expressing limiting amounts (�10% of normal) of
WRN have elevated mutation frequencies compared with wild-
type cells. Together, our data highlight the importance ofWRN
exonuclease activity and its cooperativity with Pol � in preserv-
ing genome stability, which is compromised by the loss ofWRN
inWerner syndrome.

Werner syndrome is an autosomal recessive disorder char-
acterized by accelerated aging and genomic instability (1). At
the molecular level, genomic instability is manifested by the
accumulation of large DNA deletions (2) and at the organismal

level by increased prevalence ofmesenchymal cell-derived can-
cers, particularly sarcomas (3). WRN,2 the gene mutated in
Werner syndrome, is a member of the RecQ family of DNA
helicases. Like all members of this family,WRN encodes a heli-
case that unwinds DNAwith 3�3 5� directionality (4). In addi-
tion to B-form DNA, WRN unwinds DNA structures such as
triplex and quadruplex DNA, DNA containing nicks, gaps,
hairpins, and bubbles, splayed arm structures, model DNA rep-
lication forks, and recombination intermediates such as 3- and
4-way junctions and D-loops (5–8). Unique among the RecQ
family, WRN encodes a 3� 3 5� DNA exonuclease with
sequence similarity to Escherichia coli RNase D and to the
proofreading exonuclease of E. coli DNA polymerase I (9, 10).
Although WRN proficiently removes 3�-terminal mismatched
nucleotides, it does not digest single-stranded DNA, a classical
hallmark of proofreading exonucleases (11), or blunt DNA
duplexes. However, it hydrolyzes non-canonical DNA sub-
strates (12). These structures are recognized and bound with
exquisite specificity by WRN. WRN binds at the junction of a
four-way junction DNA structure and at junctions of single
strand-double strand in replication forks (13). Cumulative evi-
dence suggests that by virtue of its ability to unwind and
degradeDNAswith alternate secondary structures,WRNhelps
to prevent replication forks from stalling and to resolve forks
once stalled (14).
WRN has been shown to physically and functionally interact

with multiple proteins, including DNA polymerases � (Pol �).
Pol � is one of the major replicative DNA polymerases in
eukaryotic cells (15, 16). Extensive evidence indicates that Pol �
is responsible for lagging-strand DNA synthesis (17). In com-
bination with proliferating cell nuclear antigen, Pol � is highly
processive and accurate. High fidelity DNA synthesis by Pol � is
ensured through selectivity at the level of nucleotide incorpo-
ration and by hydrolysis ofmismatched nucleotides partitioned
from the polymerase active site to the proofreading exonu-* This work was supported, in whole or in part, by National Institutes of Health
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clease active site (18). Pol � is also a key enzyme in DNA repair
and recombination, processes that can also require high fidelity
DNA synthesis (18).
WRN and Pol � interact both physically and functionally.

Although Szekely et al. (16) demonstrated a physical interac-
tion between WRN and Pol �, we showed that WRN preferen-
tially increases the rate of polymerization by Pol � (15). The
increase was observed only in the absence of proliferating cell
nuclear antigen, suggesting that the WRN-Pol � complex is
most likely not involved in processive DNA replication but
rather in proliferating cell nuclear antigen-independent pro-
cesses. In addition, by virtue of its helicase activity, we showed
thatWRN resolves DNA structural roadblocks such as hairpins
and quadruplexes to alleviate stalling and enable synthesis by
Pol � (19). Shah et al. (20) recently confirmed these results and
showed in addition that progression of Pol �-mediated DNA
synthesis is hindered at hairpins and microsatellite sequences
within the fragile FRA16D region. Inclusion ofWRN increased
the processivity of human Pol � and alleviated its stalling. Both
reports highlight the role of WRN helicase activity in assisting
Pol �-mediated DNA synthesis.

In previous studies on the functional interaction of WRN
with Pol �, we utilized polymerase holoenzyme from Saccharo-
myces cerevisiae, a heterotrimeric complex comprising of Pol
3p, Pol 31p, and Pol32p subunits (21). It lacks the fourth small-
est subunit, homologous to the p12 subunit that is present in
human Pol �, and that modulates both the rate and fidelity of
DNA synthesis by human Pol � holoenzyme (22). The presence
of this fourth subunit is likely to differently affect the functional
interaction of human Pol � with WRN. We have thus under-
taken to explore in this study interactions between nearly
homogeneous four-subunit human Pol � holoenzyme and
WRN.We report the following novel observations. (i) Pol � can
exonucleolytically digest blunt duplexes containing non-ca-
nonical DNA structures, and that WRN co-operates with Pol �
to degrade these structures. (ii) WRN exonuclease can substi-
tute for Pol � exonuclease to remove single 3�-terminal mis-
matched nucleotides. (iii) The spontaneous random point
mutation frequency is higher in human cells depleted of WRN
and, therefore, deficient inWRN helicase and exonuclease.We
hypothesize that WRN and Pol � co-operate to maintain the
fidelity of DNA transactions and, thus, genomic stability.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Enzymes

His-tagged full-lengthwild-type, helicase-minus, and exonu-
clease-minus WRN were purified from baculovirus-infected
insect cells as described previously (23). Recombinant four-
subunit wild-type and exonuclease-defective human Pol �
holoenzymeswere expressed and purified from E. coli using the
protocols published by Matsumoto and co-workers (24) and
implemented in our laboratory (25). Human and S. cerevisiae
Pol � lacking the p12 subunit were kindly provided by the Fan-
ning (Vanderbilt University) and Burgers (WashingtonUniver-
sity) laboratories, respectively. His-tagged human Pol � was
expressed and purified from E. coli. Pol � was purchased from
Enzymax (Lexington, KY). Human Trex1 was a generous gift

from Fred Perrino (Wake Forest University). All enzymes were
�90% homogeneous. Molar amounts of WRN and Pol � were
calculated on the basis of monomeric molecular weights.

DNA Oligonucleotides

PAGE-purified oligonucleotides were purchased from Inte-
grated DNA Technologies or Invitrogen (DL1-3). DNA oligo-
nucleotides were 5�-end-labeled using [�-32P]ATP and T4
polynucleotide kinase (26). DNA substrates were generated by
annealing the indicated combinations of oligonucleotides
(asterisks indicate the 5�-end labeled DNA oligonucleotide:
4-way/X junction DNA: *HJ1, HJ2, HJ3, and HJ4; bubble DNA:
*B1 and B2; blunt duplex: *B1 and B3; D-loop: DL1, DL2, and
*DL3; matched primer-template (P/T): *Match 1 or *Match 2
and B1; mismatched P/T: *Mismatch and B1. Sequences are
HJ1, 5�-CGCGCCGAATTCCCGCTAGCAATATTCTGCA-
GCCAAGCTTCCGCGC; HJ2, 5�-GCGCGGAAGCTTGGC-
TGCAGAATATATAAGGATCCAATCATGAGGC; HJ3, 5�-
GCCTCATGATTGGATCCTTATGTGTAAGTGCGAATG-
GCAGTTCGCC; HJ4, 5�-GGCGAACTGCCATTCGCACTT-
ACACTGCTAGCGGGAATTCGGCGCG; B1, 5�-GCGCGG-
AAGCTTGGCTGCAGAATATTGCTAGCGGGAATTCGG-
CGCG; B2, 5�-CGCGCCGAATTCCCGCTAGTGGCGCCT-
TGCAGCCAAGCTTCCGCGC; B3, 5�-CGCGCCGAATTC-
CCGCTAGCAATATTCTGCAGCCAAGCTTCCGCGC; DL1,
5�-GCCAGGGACGGGGTGAACCTGCAGGTGGGCGGC-
TGCTCATCGTAGGTTAGTATCGACCTATTGGTAGAA-
TTCGGCAGCGTCATGCGACGGC; DL2, 5�-GCCGTCGC-
ATGACGCTGCCGAATTCTACCACGCTACTAGGGTGC-
CTTGCTAGGACATCTTTGCCCACCTGCAGGTTCACC-
CCGTCCCTGGC; DL3, 5�-AAGATGGGTCCTAGCAAGG-
CACCCTAGTAGC;Match1, 5�-CGCGCCGAATTCCCGCT-
AGCAAT; Match2, 5�CGCGCCGAATTCCCGCTAGCA-
ATA; Mismatch, 5�-CGCGCCGAATTCCCGCTAGCAATG.

Enzyme Assays

Exonuclease—Reactions were carried out in mixtures that
contained in a final volume of 10 �l 40 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 4
mM MgCl2, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM ATP, and 0.1 mg/ml BSA (23).
The indicated amounts ofWRN and Pol � were incubated with
10 nM concentrations of a specified DNA substrate at 37 °C for
10–20min. Reactionswere terminated by the addition of form-
amide-EDTA stop solution. The mixtures were boiled, and ali-
quots were electrophoresed through urea, 14% polyacrylamide
gels. Radioactivity was visualized on a PhosphorImager (GE
Healthcare) and quantified by using ImageJ software. Percent
hydrolysis was quantified by determining the ratio of degrada-
tion products to the sum of substrate plus products.
Polymerase—Primer extension reactions with matched or

mismatched P/T DNA were carried out under identical condi-
tions as the exonuclease reactions, except that ATP was substi-
tuted with 100 �M concentrations of each of the four dNTPs.
WRN and Pol � were used at concentrations indicated in figure
legends.
ElectrophoreticMobility Shift Assay—Binding ofWRNor Pol

� or both to HJ DNA was carried out in exonuclease reaction
buffer containing the non-hydrolyzable analog ATP�S instead
of ATP. WRN and Pol � were preincubated on ice for 5 min
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before the addition of reaction components, including DNA
(100 fmol), and reactionmixtures were subsequently incubated
at room temperature for 15min. For antibody supershift assays,
anti-WRN antibody (195C, Sigma; 1 �g) was added, and the
reactions were incubated for an additional 15min at room tem-
perature. Reactions were transferred to 0 °C for 10 min, and
glycerol was added to a final concentration of 15%. Reaction
aliquots were electrophoresed through 3% native acrylamide
gels at a constant voltage of 290 V at 4 °C. Gels were dried and
imaged on a PhosphorImager to visualize free DNA and pro-
tein-bound DNA complexes.
Depletion of WRN in Mammalian Cells—shRNA-mediated

depletion of WRN was carried out in a SV40 immortalized
human fibroblast cell line, GM639, by retroviral transduction.
Briefly, pBABEpuro retrovirus expressing a short hairpin con-
structwith homology toWRNcDNAnt 160–184,was obtained
by transient transfection of 293T cells (27). The resulting virus
was used to infect GM639 cells. After incubation with the virus
for 24 h, puromycin (1 �g/ml) was added to select infected cells
expressing the siRNA (28). Depletion was confirmed to be
�90%.
Oligonucleotide Probe Retrieval Assay—In vivomutation fre-

quencies were determined by a sensitive quantitative PCR assay
that measures the fidelity of DNA transactions on substrates
introduced into cells.3 Briefly, control andWRN-depleted cells
were transiently transfected with a primer-template DNA
probe harboring a single TaqI (TCGA) restriction site and a 5�
biotin moiety. The in vivo extended DNA probe was retrieved
24 h after transfection by using streptavidin-coated magnetic
beads (Invitrogen), and mutations at the TaqI site were quanti-
fied by quantitative PCR amplification (Refs. 29 and 30; see the
supplemental Methods for a detailed description of the assay).

RESULTS

Human Pol � Degrades DNA-containing Alternate Secondary
Structures

DNA Pol � encodes 3�3 5� proofreading exonuclease activ-
ity that ensures high fidelity DNA synthesis during cellular
DNA replication; it does so by removing 3�-terminal misincor-
porated nucleotides that impair the addition of subsequent
nucleotides. In vitro, Pol � displays robust exonuclease activity
in the absence of dNTPs on primer-template (3�-recessed ends)
DNA substrates and on single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). We
asked whether blunt DNA duplexes or duplexes with internal
secondary structures positioned at least 20 nt upstreamof the 3�
terminus are substrates of Pol � exonuclease.We observed that
Pol � can degrade in vitro a blunt duplex, a blunt duplex with an
internal 8-nt bubble, 4-way junction DNA, and the 3� invading
strand in a D-loopmimic (Fig. 1). The efficiency of degradation
under our assay conditions was D-loop �� bubble DNA �
blunt duplex � 4-way junction, with D-loop DNA being
degraded 15–20-fold more efficiently than the other examined
DNA substrates (65% of D-loop DNA was hydrolyzed by 18
fmol of Pol � in 10min versus 30–45%hydrolysis of the remain-
ing substrates by 100 fmol in 20min). The fact that the observed

activity was not due to a contaminating exonuclease in our
preparation of Pol � was established by using a variant, D402A
Pol �, in which the active site Asp residue is replaced with Ala.
D402A Pol � retains wild-type DNA polymerase activity but is
unable to hydrolyze ssDNA (25). We noted that D402A is also
unable to hydrolyze DNA substrates with alternate secondary
structures (see Fig. 3A).

WRN Synergizes with DNA Pol � to Degrade Alternate DNA
Substrates

A hallmark of WRN exonuclease is its ability to hydrolyze
DNA containing alternate secondary structures (12). Because
we observed that Pol � also degrades such DNA substrates, we
looked at the extent of degradation of bubble and X-junction
DNA in reactionmixtures that contained bothWRN and Pol �.
Surprisingly, we observedmore than an additive effect on DNA
degradation by combining the two enzymes. Both the amount
of substrate depleted (�95%) and the profile of digestion prod-3 J. C. Shen and L. A. Loeb, submitted for publication.

FIGURE 1. DNA Pol � can degrade DNA with alternate structures. Increas-
ing amounts of human 4-subunit Pol � holoenzyme were incubated with 10
nM concentrations of either blunt duplex DNA, a blunt duplex with an internal
8-nt bubble, a model X-junction structure, or a D-loop mimic as described
under “Experimental Procedures” (30, 100, and 300 fmol of Pol � with all sub-
strates, except D-loop that was incubated with 18, 60, and 180 fmol of Pol �).
The reactions were incubated at 37 °C for 20 min (10 min with D-loop DNA),
terminated by the addition of formamide stop solution, boiled, and aliquots
were electrophoresed through 14% urea polyacrylamide gels. The gels were
dried, imaged, and quantified on a PhosphorImager (GE Healthcare).
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ucts differed markedly from those generated by each enzyme
separately (Fig. 2, A and B). A ladder of degradation products
corresponding to cleavage at each nucleotide position and
spanning the length of the template was observed withWRN�
Pol � on both DNA substrates. Four-way junction DNA that
was formed with a completely different sequence set of oligo-
nucleotides also showed the same response (not shown), indi-
cating that degradation is structure- but not sequence- depend-
ent. Furthermore, four-way junction DNA with a recessed
3�-end was an equally effective substrate for revealing synergis-
tic interactions between WRN and Pol � exonucleases. Coop-
erativitywas thus not limited to blunt-endedDNA substrates in
which removal of the 3�-terminal paired nucleotide could be
rate-limiting.

Requirements for Synergistic Hydrolysis

In characterizing requisite features of the WRN-Pol � inter-
action that result in synergism of DNA hydrolysis, we noted
that synergism requires the active co-operation of both exonu-
cleases. Synergism was not observed when exonuclease-defi-
cient D402A Pol � was used in combination with wild-type
WRNor significantly reducedwhen exonuclease-proficient Pol
� was used with exonuclease-deficient WRN (Fig. 3, A and B,
respectively). Second, both WRN and Pol � have to be present
together to observe maximal degradation. If either Pol � or
WRNwas preincubatedwith theDNA substrate and then heat-
inactivated at 63 °C before the addition of the second enzyme,
degradation was not synergistic (supplemental Fig. 1). Control

experiments indicated that the heat treatment rendered the
enzymes inactivewithout altering theDNA structure. Third, an
N-terminal truncated variant ofWRNencoding aminimal exo-
nuclease (amino acids 1–240) failed to elicit the same response
as full-length WRN (supplemental Fig. 2). Thus, co-operative
interactions between WRN and Pol � exonuclease require
more than the exonuclease domain of WRN, consistent with
the report that the Pol � interaction domain on WRN maps to
the C terminus (16). However, we determined that the helicase
activity ofWRN is not required for exonuclease synergism.Nei-
ther a point mutation in the helicase domain (K577M) that
abolishes unwinding nor the omission of ATP that is absolutely
essential for DNA unwinding eliminates cooperativity between
Pol � and WRN exonuclease (Fig. 4). Last, we examined the
requirement of the p12 subunit that is reported tomodulate the
fidelity of Pol � (22). We observed that both S. cerevisiae and
human Pol � lacking the p12 subunit are proficient at hydrolyz-
ing alternate DNA and, importantly, retain the ability to syner-
gize with WRN, indicating that this subunit is dispensable for
functional interactions between Pol � exonuclease and WRN
exonuclease (Fig. 5, A and B).

Specificity of WRN-Pol � Exonuclease Interaction

The synergism exhibited by WRN and Pol � was limited to
specific DNA substrates and was not observed whenWRNwas
combined with another exonuclease.
DNA Substrates—Not all substrates revealed cooperative

interactions between WRN and Pol �. A blunt duplex lacking

FIGURE 2. WRN and DNA Pol � co-operate to degrade bubble and X-junction DNA. WRN (50 fmol) and DNA Pol � (60 fmol) were preincubated on ice for �2
min either separately or together as indicated. Reactions were initiated by the addition of DNA and incubated and processed as described above. The band
intensities of exonucleolytic DNA products, obtained using ImageJ software, are plotted to better illustrate synergism between WRN and Pol � exonucleases.
A, bubble DNA. B, four-way junction DNA.
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the internal 8-nt bubble, but otherwise of identical sequence as
the bubbleDNA substrate, is digested by Pol � but not byWRN.
Likewise, ssDNA is an efficient target of Pol � exonuclease but is
not digested by WRN. Exonucleolytic digestion of both these
substrates by Pol � was not altered in the presence of WRN
(data not shown). Interestingly, the D-loop mimic is a sub-
strate for both WRN and Pol � exonuclease (Fig. 1), but
unlike X-junction and bubble DNA, no cooperativity was
observed in reactions containing both these exonucleases
(supplemental Fig. 3A ).
Other Exonucleases—Trex1 is a human 3�3 5� exonuclease

that belongs to the same family of proofreading exonucleases as
Pol � and WRN (31). We observed that Trex1 also degrades
four-way junction and bubble DNA. However, unlike the coop-
erativity betweenWRNand Pol �,WRNandTrex1 (at amounts
that yield comparable exonuclease activities) do not synergize
to hydrolyze these DNA substrates (supplemental Fig. 3B and
data not shown).

WRN and Pol � Form a Complex with X-junction DNA

We performed electrophoretic mobility shift assays to deter-
mine whether Pol � forms stable complexes withDNA contain-
ing alternate secondary structures. Our data indicate that sim-
ilarly toWRN, Pol � bindsX-junctionDNA to generate discrete
slower migrating complexes on a non-denaturing gel (Fig. 6A,

lane 2). Interestingly, when WRN and Pol � were incubated
together with DNA, we observed the emergence of a complex,
larger than themajor complexes formedby either enzyme alone
(Fig. 6A, lane 4). An antibody against WRN that supershifted
the WRN�X-junction DNA complex (Fig. 6B, lane 5) also
slowed the mobility of the complex observed with Pol � �
WRN, indicating the presence ofWRN in this complex (Fig. 6B,
lane 7). These results are consistent with formation of a tripar-
tite DNA-WRN-Pol � complex.

WRN Enables Pol � to Extend Past 3�-terminal Mismatches
When Copying DNA Templates

WRN degrades P/T DNA substrates containing a single
3�-terminal mismatched nucleotide at a greater efficiency than
substrates without a mismatch (11). Therefore, we asked if by
virtue of this ability, WRN enables Pol � to extend DNA con-
taining a 3�-terminal G:T mismatched nucleotide. To reveal
maximal effects of this interaction, we chose to use exonu-
clease-deficient Pol �. Surprisingly, exo (�) Pol � is unable to
extend themismatched primer beyond a single nucleotide even
in the presence of all four dNTPs (Fig. 7B). Under the assay
conditions �50% of the primer remained unextended and
another 40%was extended by just a single nucleotide. However,
in the presence of WRN, �90% of the primer was extended to

FIGURE 3. Synergistic degradation of bubble DNA requires exonuclease-
proficient WRN and exonuclease-proficient Pol �. Wild-type WRN (50
fmol) was mixed with three different amounts (30, 100, and 300 fmol; indi-
cated as 1, 2, and 3, respectively) of exonuclease-minus Pol � (D402A) (A), or
wild-type Pol � (60 fmol) was combined with increasing amounts (3–25 fmol;
represented as 1– 4) of exonuclease-minus WRN (B). Reactions were other-
wise carried out as described in the legend to Fig. 2.

FIGURE 4. Synergism between WRN and Pol � exonucleases is independ-
ent of DNA unwinding. WRN (20 fmol) and Pol � (45 fmol) were incubated
either individually or together with bubble DNA in reactions lacking ATP or
containing the helicase minus WRN variant, K577M, as indicated. Exonucleo-
lytic digestion of DNA was compared with control reactions with ATP.
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span the full-length of the template (Fig. 7B). Similar results
were obtained with other mismatched nucleotide combina-
tions (not shown). At concentrations equivalent to those of
mismatched P/T, a matched primer-template was efficiently
extended by exo (�) Pol �, and the effect of WRN was less
apparent (Fig. 7A). The effect of WRN was also not evident if
themismatch was positioned either 2 or 6 nt upstream of the 3�
terminus or if the primer-template contained two 3�-terminal
mismatched nucleotides (not shown). Thus, the ability ofWRN
to enable primer extension by Pol � is restricted to P/T DNA
containing a single 3�-terminal mismatched nucleotide.
We inquiredwhether the cooperation betweenWRNandPol

� is reproduced when Pol � is substituted with other human
DNA polymerases. We used translesion DNA polymerase, Pol
�, and the BER DNA polymerase, Pol �, both of which have
been reported to functionally interact with WRN and that lack
intrinsic proofreading exonuclease activity. Unlike Pol �, the
extension activity of Pol � was stimulated to the same extent by
WRN on both matched and mismatched P/T; there was no
preferential stimulation on the mismatched P/T (Fig. 7C). On
the other hand, extension by Pol � on either of the two DNA
substrates was not responsive to WRN. Pol � generated a pre-
dominant �1 extension product on the matched P/T but was

unable to significantly extend this product in the presence of
WRN. On the mismatched P/T, Pol � was unable to extend the
primer by even a single nucleotide, and the addition of WRN
had only a minimal effect despite having demonstrable exonu-
clease activity (Fig. 7D).

WRN Excises the Mismatch before Extension by Pol �

We used several approaches to demonstrate that WRN
excises the mismatch before extension of the primer by Pol �.
First, we used exonuclease-deficient WRN; in stark contrast to
the wild-type protein, exo (�) WRN is unable to assist Pol � to
extend the primer (Fig. 8A). Second, we employed a primer in
which the terminal and penultimate nucleotide are bonded
through a thio linkage. In the absence of excision of the thio
linkage by WRN, Pol � is again unable to extend the mis-
matched primer (Fig. 8B). Finally, we omitted dATP, comple-
mentary to template dTMP of themismatch. AlthoughWRN is
able to excise the mismatch (revealed by the presence of a
robust �1 product), Pol � was unable to extend the excised
product in the absence of the first complementary nucleotide
(Fig. 8C). In aggregate, these lines of data indicate that excision
of the mismatched terminal nucleotide by WRN is necessary
for subsequent extension of the primer stem by Pol �.

WRN Contributes to DNA Replication Fidelity in Vivo

The fact that WRN can uniquely assist Pol � to remove ter-
minal mismatches and enable DNA synthesis led us to explore
its contribution to the overall fidelity of DNA synthesis in vivo.
We used an oligonucleotide probe retrieval assay that allows us
to transfect human cells with short fragments of primer-tem-

FIGURE 5. The p12 subunit of Pol � is dispensable for exonuclease syner-
gism with WRN. Reactions with bubble DNA were carried out as described,
except that the 4-subunit Pol � holoenzyme was replaced with either the
S. cerevisiae (A) or human (B) 3-subunit Pol � complex that lacks the p12 sub-
unit. Lanes 1 and 2 refer to 0.5 and 1.0 fmol of S. cerevisiae Pol � or 10 and 40
fmol of human Pol �, respectively; WRN was used at 6 fmol per reaction.

FIGURE 6. WRN and Pol � form a complex on X-junction DNA. WRN (�50
fmol) and Pol � (�1000 fmol) were preincubated either separately or together
on ice for 5 min. After the addition of DNA (100 fmol) and ATP�S, reaction
mixtures were incubated at room temperature for 15 min. For supershift
assays, anti-WRN antibody was added, and the reactions were incubated for
an additional 15 min at room temperature. The reactions were transferred to
ice for 15 min, and after the addition of glycerol to a final concentration of
15%, aliquots were electrophoresed through 3% non-denaturing gels at 290
V at 4 °C until the bromphenol blue front was 7 cm from the point of applica-
tion. Gels were dried and developed on a PhosphorImager to visualize free
and protein-bound DNA complexes. Complexes formed by Pol � and WRN in
the absence (A) or presence (B) of anti-WRN antibody are highlighted by
dashed rectangles.
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plate DNA and to quantify the frequency of errors generated
during in vivo extension of the primer DNA across a TaqI
restriction enzyme cleavage site by real time quantitative PCR
(supplemental Methods).3
Immortalized human fibroblasts were infected with retrovi-

rus expressing WRN-specific shRNA to selectively deplete
WRN. Western blot analysis revealed that the efficiency of
WRN depletion was �90% (27). By contrast, no depletion was
observed in mock-transfected cells. We noted that primer
extension on both DNA substrates was more error-prone in
WRN-depleted cells than in controlWRN-expressing cells (Fig.
9, A and B). A reproducible 5-fold increase in mutation fre-
quency, measured by the ability to amplify full-length PCR
products, was observed in the absence ofWRN.Thus, depletion
ofWRNdecreases the fidelity of chain elongation of transfected
DNA substrates in vivo.

DISCUSSION

We present evidence in this report for functional interac-
tions between WRN exonuclease and human DNA Pol �
holoenzyme. These interactions enable synergistic degradation
of alternate DNA structures and facilitate extension of DNA
containing a singlemismatched nucleotide at the 3�-primer ter-
minus. The cooperative actions of WRN and Pol � could also
play a role in the observed contribution of WRN to the main-
tenance of replication fidelity in vivo.

We have previously shown that WRN binds to and degrades
DNA bearing alternate secondary structures (12). We now
observe that Pol � also binds stably to structured DNA sub-
strates (Fig. 6). Moreover, similarly toWRN, Pol � exonuclease
degrades blunt-ended DNA with internal secondary DNA
structures that resemble intermediates of DNA replication and
recombination (Fig. 1). These previously unreported DNA sub-
strates of Pol � exonuclease implicate it in additional transac-
tions besides replication of genomicDNA. In fact, genetic stud-
ies in S. cerevisiae have shown that Pol � functions in both
meiotic and mitotic DNA recombination (32, 33).
A noteworthy finding of our study is the synergism between

WRN exonuclease and Pol � exonuclease. This is perhaps the
first report of a synergistic interaction between two 3� 3 5�
DNA exonucleases.We show thatWRN and Pol � form a com-
plex on structured DNA substrates (Fig. 6) and that this com-
plex of exonuclease-competent WRN and Pol � enables the
enzymes to cooperate in digesting bubble and X-junction DNA
to completion (Fig. 2, A and B). This effect is not manifested
whenWRN is combinedwith Trex1 (supplemental Fig. 3B) and
is also not observed with all DNA substrates; among those
examined in this study, only bubble DNA and X-junction DNA
were synergistically degraded (Fig. 2, A and B). Recent studies
from Orren and co-workers (34, 35) have implicated WRN in
regression of stalled replication forks to form four-stranded

FIGURE 7. WRN enables DNA Pol � to preferentially extend a primer bearing a single 3�- terminal G:T mismatched nucleotide. Wild-type WRN and/or
DNA Pol � exo (�) were incubated with 10 nM primer-template DNA containing either a matched (A) or a single 3�-terminal mismatched nucleotide (B). DNA Pol
� exo (�) was used at 5 fmol per reaction, whereas WRN was used at 30 fmol (A) or at 6, 15, and 30 fmol (1, 2, and 3, respectively, in B). As controls, WRN (15 fmol)
was also incubated with either Pol � (�0.3 fmol; C) or Pol � (2 fmol; D). After 10 min at 37 °C in the presence of 100 �M concentrations of each of the four dNTPs,
reactions were terminated, and aliquots were electrophoresed through urea-14% polyacrylamide gels. Gels were dried, and reaction products were visualized
on a PhosphorImager.
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“chicken-foot” structures and in the reformation of functional
replication forks from regressed structures. Synergism between
WRN and Pol � exonucleases at the fork may be required to
facilitate these processes.
It has been reported that p12, the smallest subunit of human

Pol �, modulates the exonuclease activity of the complex (22).
Pol � lacking the p12 subunit exhibits decreased polymerase
activity but increased exonuclease activity compared with the
four-subunit holoenzyme complex (36, 37). We observed that
Pol � lacking the p12 subunit exhibits proficient exonuclease
activity on alternate DNA structures. Moreover, it retains the
ability to synergize withWRN in hydrolyzing bubble DNA (Fig.
5, A and B). Thus, from a mechanistic standpoint, the p12 sub-
unit does not contribute to functional exonuclease interactions
between Pol � and WRN. Furthermore, the fact that we observe
synergism betweenWRN exonuclease and S. cerevisiae 3-subunit
Pol � (Fig. 5B) is remarkable; it shows that this function of Pol � is
conserved through evolution. Depending on in vivo cellular con-
ditions, human Pol � could exist in different forms, i.e.with differ-
ent subunit compositions, each serving a specific role. For
instance, it hasbeenshownthatuponexposure toDNA-damaging
agents, there is rapid loss of p12 and a concomitant increase in the

levelof three-subunitPol� (38).Althoughthe four-subunithuman
Pol � is optimal for processive polymerase activity, the three-sub-
unit enzyme lacking p12 could be a potent exonuclease that is
required for repair processes after DNA damage.
Cooperativity between WRN exonuclease and other exonu-

cleases has not been previously reported. However, stimulation
ofWRNexonuclease by theKu70/80 proteins that lack intrinsic
exonuclease activity has been demonstrated (39, 40). Ku70/80
stimulates a minimal WRN exonuclease domain to the same
extent as full-length WRN. In contrast, our data reveal that
synergism with Pol � necessitates the use of more than the
WRNexonuclease domain (supplemental Fig. 2), but it does not
require WRN helicase activity (Fig. 4). Mechanistically, this
suggests that DNA unwinding and/or ATP hydrolysis byWRN
is not necessary for synergistic interactions between the two
exonucleases.
Our studies also revealed another facet ofWRNexonuclease;

that is, that it can substitute for Pol � exonuclease when the
latter is either limiting or absent (Fig. 7B). This was evident on
P/T DNA containing a single mismatched nucleotide at the 3�
primer terminus.Whereas Pol � exo (�) is unable to extend the

FIGURE 8. Extension of a mismatched primer terminus by DNA Pol �
requires removal of the mismatch by WRN. Two equivalent amounts (30
and 60 fmol) of either wild-type (W1 and W2) or exonuclease-minus WRN (E1
and E2) were incubated with DNA Pol � exo (�) (5 fmol) and G:T mismatched
P/T DNA (A). Alternatively, fixed concentrations of WRN (15 fmol) and Pol � (3
fmol) were incubated with P/T DNA in which the terminal two nucleotides
were linked with a thio bond (Thio-mismatch, B) or in reaction mixtures lack-
ing dATP (�) dATP, C). Reactions were carried out and processed as described.

FIGURE 9. WRN-depleted cells exhibit increased mutagenesis. SV40-im-
mortalized fibroblasts were infected with pBabe retrovirus expressing WRN-
specific shRNA sequences. Seven days post-infection, short oligonucleotides
bearing TaqI restriction enzyme cleavage sites and resembling primer-tem-
plate (A) or D-loop (B) DNA (as described in supplemental Methods) were
introduced in to WRN-depleted or control cells. The in vivo extended oligonu-
cleotide probes were retrieved with streptavidin-coated magnetic beads
from whole cell extracts (cyto) or nuclei, digested with TaqI restriction enzyme
to eliminate wild-type sequences, and amplified by quantitative PCR.
Mutagenesis was scored by the ability to amplify full-length PCR products
due to absence of cleavage of the extended oligonucleotide by TaqI restric-
tion enzyme. B in the box, 5�-biotin; 3�-ddC, dideoxycytidine.
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3� G:T mismatched primer by more than a single nucleotide,
WRN allows it to fully extend the primer (Fig. 7B). WRN does
so by removing the terminal mismatch before extension by Pol
� (Fig. 8, A–C). This effect is preferential to the WRN-Pol �
holoenzyme combination.NeitherWRN-Pol�norWRN-Pol�
was able to preferentially extend a mismatched primer termi-
nus (Fig. 7, C and D). Harrigan et al. (41) have reported the
contrary: thatWRN can proofread for Pol�. Under steady state
conditions with excess DNA substrate and Pol� amounts com-
parable with those used with Pol �, we were unable to demon-
strate thatWRN facilitates extension of mismatched P/T DNA
by Pol �. Differences in reaction conditions could likely be
responsible for the discrepancy.
There isprecedence for the involvementof autonomous3�35�

DNA exonucleases in cooperation with proofreading DNA
polymerases in mutation avoidance mechanisms (42). It is
hypothesized that this is especially important under conditions
of genotoxic stress when proofreading by DNA polymerases
becomes rate-limiting. Does an autonomous exonuclease such
as WRN, therefore, contribute to maintenance of fidelity dur-
ingDNAsynthesis in vivo?We show that, unlikewild-type cells,
cells that lack WRN exhibit a 5-fold elevated mutation fre-
quency during extension of synthetic DNA substrates in vivo.
Using a completely different reporter assay, Bacolla et al. (43)
also recently noted that WRN deficiency increases the fre-
quency of base substitution errors 2-fold in human cells. This
spontaneous increase in mutation frequency may be low, but it
is observed in unstressed cells that are proficient for Pol � and �
proofreading. The dependence on WRN could be greater in
cells that are exposed to DNA-damaging agents or that are defi-
cient/limited in proofreading activity. Although the identity of the
DNA polymerase whose fidelity is modulated by WRN in vivo is
unknown, basedonour cumulative in vitro findings (Figs. 7 and8),
we hypothesize that it could be Pol �. The fact that we do not
observe increased fidelity in the absence of WRN argues against
the involvement of error-prone translesion DNA polymerases,
whose activities we have shown are stimulated byWRN (44).
Are these seemingly disparate observations,WRN-Pol � exo-

nuclease synergism and proofreading capability of WRN-
related? We believe that they are. We hypothesize that WRN
andPol � cooperatewith each other to prevent replication forks
from stalling when it encounters roadblocks and to enable
resumption of fork progression after collapse. The roadblocks
could include DNA sequences that assume non-canonical sec-
ondary structures or DNA lesions/adducts and nucleotide mis-
matches that perturb the local environment andmay be poten-
tially perceived as alternate structures (Fig. 10). We have
previously shown that the unwinding activity of WRN resolves
DNA hairpins and tetraplex structures ahead of the fork to
enable chain elongation by Pol � (19). Our new observations
now suggest that the exonuclease activity of WRN can likewise
prevent Pol � from stalling by hydrolyzing blocking structures
in newly synthesized DNA. The multimeric nature of WRN
could account for unwinding of roadblocks ahead of the fork
and hydrolysis of daughter strands. If forks do stall, four-
stranded DNA structures that could form to facilitate lesion
repair can be hydrolyzed by the action of WRN and Pol � exo-

nucleases. Exonucleolytic processing may be necessary to
ensure accurate synthesis during replication fork restart.
The importance ofWRN exonuclease and Pol � exonuclease

in maintaining the fidelity of DNA transactions and preventing
the accumulation ofmutations and ensuing genomic instability
is evident in the following reports. First, in sequencing the
WRNexonuclease domain from individualswith sarcomas, one
of the most frequently observed cancers in Werner syndrome
patients, we identified a variant that results in a Pro-Leu substi-
tution at amino acid 204 inWRN. The P204L variant protein is
expressed at 10-fold lower levels and has a further 10-fold lower
exonuclease activity than wild-type WRN. In effect, this indi-
vidual with the sarcoma has a net 100-fold reduction of WRN
exonuclease activity (45). Second, mice homozygous for the
D400A mutation that inactivates Pol � exonuclease activity
exhibit elevated spontaneous mutation rates and develop can-
cers at an early age (46). These observations together with data
presented in this report highlight the importance of WRN and
Pol � exonucleases in preserving genomic integrity.
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FIGURE 10. Model for WRN and Pol � exonuclease function at replication
forks. Hydrolysis of a single mismatched nucleotide at the 3�-primer termi-
nus (A) or that of alternate DNA structures assumed by the newly synthesized
strand (B) could facilitate uninterrupted DNA synthesis by DNA Pol � on the
lagging strand. Alternately, replication forks stalled by a lesion/roadblock are
believed to form four-stranded structures. Hydrolysis of DNA in such struc-
tures could ensure accurate synthesis after lesion repair (C). W, WRN; �, Pol �;
circled asterisk, lesion/replication roadblock.
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